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 The history of the railway: In the years following World War II, the new transport system allowed the population and goods traffic to grow greatly. Before the development of automated traffic, freight transport took place with railways and locomotives, while passengers travelled by train. Railway in the early 1980s: During the decade of the 1980s, the high-speed rail network was expanded and
modernised. The network was extended to its current status and international links were improved. Current line lengths in Germany: Currently, the Bavarian section of the German high-speed network extends from Munich to Augsburg and is the longest of the German high-speed network. A very interesting route: The Bavarian high-speed route from Munich to Augsburg is the longest of the German

high-speed network. The route runs through the Bavarian Forest before winding its way across Bavaria to the South Tyrol and Italy, eventually reaching the Adriatic Sea. The Munich to Augsburg route was one of the first routes of the German high-speed network. It was designed to compete with the fast road links between Germany and Austria and it was also an important transport link between West
Germany and the FRG. You can drive around the route in our travelogue: By journeying through this Bavarian Forest route, you can travel through the entire route of the German high-speed network. Pre-order our new game: Train Simulator 2020. It is now available for pre-order. Photos, scans and facts:Q: How to find any rows which were added after one specific row in SQL? I have following table
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